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UNIT

l.

-

I

a) Let ft = {1, 2, 3, ...i and lF = lP(O ), the power set ot

I
rc-lAcf)
"-

leither A is finite or

I

finite

)

|

t

lA" is

O . Define

:

(5x12=60)

t

Check whether lF is

i)

a field in

o.

ii) a o-lield in

o.

b) Define set function. Describe how

it is dilferent from point function ? Define
additive and subadditive set functions. Give example to each.

Il. a)

Show that a field is a

o-lield

if and only il it is a monotone class.

b) Define Borel o-field and Borel sets. Checkwhetherthefollowing sets in

R

are Borel sets, justify your answer,

(

r

^
i) {xe Rlx'-2x+1=0i

)

ii) {xe mla<x<b}

' I I x isa orimenumberl
iii)
tx€Rlanoo.x.zo I

P.T.O.
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UNIT_

II

lll. a) Define measure. Distinguish between {inite and o-finite measures. Give
example to each of your answer.

b) Define Lebesgue measure

in R. Find the Lebesgue measure of the lollowing

measurable sets in R.

i) Q, tne set of rationals
ii) (1,21u{s, 7) u (5,8)
iii) (-5,5) n [0, 7).

in R.

Show that Lebesgue restricted to [0, 1] is a probability measure.

Define probability space. lf {A"} is a sequence of events on a probability
'lV. a) space,
show that lim inf A" lim sup An and lim

'

b)

An whenever it exists are all

,

events on the same probability space.'

lf {An} is a sequence of events such that An _+ A, show that p (An) _+ p (A).

uNtT

-

ilr

V. a) Show that every non-negative random variable can be expressed as the limit
of a monotone increasing sequence ol simple random variables.

b) state and prove the result in connection

with decomposition of a distribution

to its discrete part and continuous parl.
Vl.

a)

lf X is a random variable on (o , lF, p), describe what is the probability space
induced by X ? lllustrate it through a simple example.

b)

Define independence of random variables. lf X and y are independent random
variables and g(.) a continuous real valued iunction, show that g(X) and g(y)
are independent.

UNIT_ IV

vll. a)
b)

'

Define Lebesgue integral of a measurableiunction. Enumerate its properties.
lf X and Y are two measurable functions such thal X
show that X is also integrable.

< y and y is integrable,

l
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VIll.

a)
b)

ill[l ililil

-g

fl t]
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State and prove Faton,s lemma.
lf X and Y are two random variabres such that E(X) and E

E (X+ Y) existsand E

(y) exist, show that

(crX+ 0y)= oE (X)+ BE(y)torevery d, 0e

R.

UNIT_V
lX.

a) Whal is Radon-Nikodym derivative. Describe its properties.
b) State and prove Lebesgue decomposition theorem.

X) a) Define independence of events. show that any subcrass of an Independent
class ol events is again independent. show that painrise independence
does
not imply mutual independence.

b)

c)

Define conditionar probabirity measure. ilrustrate it through an exampre.
State Fubini's theorem. Describe its importance in probability.

